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Benefits

The State of Hawaii established aggressive clean energy goals including a zero-emissions clean economy 
by 2045 and increased energy security and self-sufficiency through elimination of Hawaii’s dependence 
on imported fuels for both electrical generation and ground transportation. Following a service Request 
for Proposal from vendors who could provide holistic, user fee-based options, Hawaii awarded Sustain-
ability Partners (“SP”) the comprehensive contract to transform its entire fleet from petroleum to electric 
vehicles.

By engaging SP’s Monthly Utility Service Agreement (”M-USA”), Hawaii now adds new vehicles and infra-
structure whenever necessary — and as often as needed — with a simple addendum to the core contract. 
As additional needs arise and new electric transportation technologies become available, Hawaii can 
adopt the best solutions immediately, benefiting the state both financially and environmentally.
 

SP is the sole provider of EV and charging infrastructure for the State, and includes ALL state agencies, 
cities, counties, hospitals, K-12 and universities. 

Current orders include fully outfitted vehicles, trucks, buses, shuttles, refuse vehicles and street sweep-
ers, plus all associated charging infrastructure for the Department of Transportation, Department of 
Energy, Airport Division, Highway Division, hospital, university, and others. 

Zero emission, environmentally friendly vehicles reduce CO2 
and decrease total carbon footprint

SP infrastructure investment allows State to de-leverage 
balance sheet, increasing cash revenues

Highly efficient electric motor compared to petrol engine

Low cost of operation; minimal maintenance
  — No oil changes or other routine maintenance checks

Energy security with less dependence on foreign oil

Reduced greenhouse gas emissions slow climate change

Quiet vehicles reduce noise pollution

Ongoing maintenance and upgrades included

Tesla Model Y in Hawaii 
Estimated fuel savings of $4,500 over 
five years 

Model Y efficiency rating is 129 MPGe 
(miles per gallon equivalent) equating 
to approx. 28 kWh/100 miles

244 mile estimated range on single 
charge

15 minutes to recharge 162 miles at 
supercharge locations

fueleconomy.gov

ELECTRIC VEHICLES AS A SERVICE™

www.sustainability.partners

SP EV FLEETS & CHARGING


